                  

Shasta County
“North of Expected”

NORTH of EXPECTED
Many people have heard of Northern California. Well, we are North of Northern
California and we are “North of Expected.” We are Upstate California!
We are a different place, with different people, full of
opportunities for companies and talented, hardwork
ing people to join our wonderful community. If you are
looking to establish a beach head in a community that
will be supportive and committed to your success, the
communities in Shasta County should be on your radar.
Our area is located North of Sacramento and extends
to the Oregon border, it would be similar to Upstate
New York. We are a more rural community, with smaller
cities. We are home to many manufacturers and technology startups. Our people are hard-working, committed employees and citizens.
Our cost of living and doing business is far below that of the rest of
“Northern California” and the LA Basin. Lower wages, energy costs,
water costs, land prices, and home prices! Our costs are low as much
as 40-60% below many other places in California.
We are more like the California of 50 Years ago in terms of community, a place where
business is welcomed with open arms and a cost structure providing a platform for
success. However, we still offer affordable accessibility to the large markets in California
and throughout the Western US, able to reach 50 million end-users within 24 hours.

www.shastausa.com

530-224-4920

Many people, with great talent and experience, in electronics, solar, semiconductors,
engineering and manufacturing disciplines have come here to take advantage of our
lower cost of living and extremely high quality of life. We are family oriented offering
wonderful amenities to support an outdoor lifestyle with camping, fishing, hiking,
biking, skiing, water sports, and other extreme adventures of all types available in minutes. Within one hour, the possibilities for recreation are countless. Our commutes are
typically much shorter. The average commute is 23 minutes, but only because many of
our citizens want to live in our more rural surrounding areas. Wide open spaces without
hours of commuting are enjoyed by many. Our workers experience a better work/life
balance, and are therefore more productive than in many other communities, in California and in other states. This has been confirmed by our manufacturers with plants in
multiple states.
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Come visit us – we have over 3 million visitors a year….....! Come talk to us, we are experts at finding
affinities for your business, & customer and supply chain partnerships! Our local governments and
existing business will support your success. Statistics show that Shasta County businesses are on
average 12% more profitable than other businesses in California. vWe believe that comes from our
closeness and collaboration. We know that our community is stronger when we work together.
That doesn’t mean that we don’t compete, but it does mean that we do it ethically. Also, wherever
there are opportunities to work and support each other, we search them out.
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